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Abstract
We carried out a spectroscopic and photometric analysis of the binary V4089 Sgr
with the aim to obtain absolute masses and radii of the components and to com-
pare these parameters with stellar evolution theoretical models. We took high-
resolution spectra and measured radial velocity using standard cross-correlations
and a technique of spectral disentangling. Absolute parameters of the com-
ponents were determined through the simultaneous fitting of measured radial
velocities and Geneva photometric data available in the literature. In this
way we obtained MA = 2.584 ± 0.008 M⊙, MB = 1.607 ± 0.007 M⊙, RA =
3.959 ± 0.013 R⊙, and RB = 1.605 ± 0.016 R⊙. The comparison of these pa-
rameters with two grids of theoretical models led to estimate narrow ranges of
possible values for system metallicity and age. According to circularization the-
ory it was not expected that the binary had achieved a circular orbit as a result
of tidal friction, so the null eccentricity found is an interesting fact. On the
other hand, we measured the projected rotational velocity of both components
and we conclude that the primary is not synchronized with orbital motion.
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1. Introduction
Currently, the spectroscopic and photometric study of eclipsing binary stars
is a classic astrophysical technique for the determination of stellar masses, radii
and luminosities. However, it is only possible to carry out a useful compari-
son with theoretical models if the errors of such parameters are below ∼ 1-3 %
(Torres et al., 2010). That is, only the parameters determined with high preci-
sion provide information about the aspects of the physics of the stars that are
not yet well known. Torres et al. (2010) carried out the most recent compilation
of detached binary systems in which masses and radii of the components have
been determined with a precision of 3 % or better and they found a total of 95
binaries.
The aim of this investigation was to obtain highly accurate masses and radii
of the components of the spectroscopic and eclipsing binary system V4089 Sgr,
and to compare those parameters with theoretical models to establish the evo-
lutionary state of these components.
V4089 Sgr (HD 184035) was classified as single-lined spectroscopic binary by
Buscombe and Morris (1961), who determined a period P = 4.625 d and other
orbital elements from the fitting of the radial velocity curve of the primary com-
ponent. Houk (1978) published a spectral type A2V for this star, while other cat-
alogues give spectral types A3III (Bright Star Catalogue, Hoffleit and Jaschek,
1991) or A5 IV-III (Hipparcos, Perryman and ESA, 1997). Waelkens and Rufener
(1983) classified the system as eclipsing binary on the basis of its Geneva V
photometry, and subsequently Gaspani (1984) proposed a solution for that
light curve. North et al. (1997) fitted again the radial velocities published by
Buscombe and Morris (1961) and analysed the Geneva light-curves in seven
colors (U,B1, B,B2, V 1, V,G). Adopting the mass of the secondary component
they estimated the mass and radius of the primary with errors of 17% and 9%,
respectively. These errors are too high to carry out a useful comparative analysis
with theoretical models. In the present paper we present a high-resolution spec-
troscopic study which allow to calculate stellar parameters for both components
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with the required accuracy level.
2. Observations and radial velocities
Spectroscopic observations were carried out using the 2.15 m telescope and
the bench echelle spectrograph EBASIM at the Complejo Astrono´mico El Leoncito
(CASLEO), San Juan, Argentina. We obtained 20 spectra of V4089 Sgr during
11 nights spread over three observing runs in June and July 2006. A first set of
observations (4 spectra taken in June 2006) cover the wavelength range 3900–
5900 A˚, while most of the observations (other 2 spectra taken in June and 14
taken in July 2006, hereafter set 2) cover the wavelength range 4937–6940 A˚; in
both cases the resolving power was R=28000. These observations were reduced
by using standard data reduction procedures within the NOAO/IRAF pack-
age. The spectra were processed by combining echelle orders, normalizing the
combined spectrum, eliminating residual cosmic rays, and applying the velocity
heliocentric correction.
We applied the disentangling method for double-lined spectra developed by
Gonza´lez and Levato (2006, hereafter GL06) for computing individual spectra
of the components and to measure their radial velocities in our set 2 of observa-
tions. Previously we applied standard cross-correlations through the IRAF task
fxcor, in order to obtain the starting velocities required to apply the iterative
method GL06. To carry out the correlations, we employed spectral regions with
metallic lines. The relative velocity between object and template was measured
by fitting a Gaussian to the correlation peak. It is worth mentioning that the
GL06 method also employs cross-correlations for the radial velocity measure-
ment, but in this case the object spectrum is the observed spectrum after the
subtraction of the spectrum computed for the other component. On the other
hand, this method requires all the observed spectra to cover the same wave-
length range. We employed only the spectra of set 2 in the separation of the
components of V4089 Sgr. It was not possible to apply this technique to the
set 1 since it contains few spectra with a poor phase coverage. However, we did
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use these 4 spectra for the orbital analysis, since they did not show blending
of the spectral lines of both components, so the radial velocities measured by
cross-correlations are realiable.
To be used as templates, we selected synthetic spectra from the POLLUX
database (Palacios et al., 2010). We employed spectra with Teff = 8500 K and
Teff = 7500 K for primary and secondary components, respectively. Previously,
these theoretical spectra were convolved with rotational profiles in order to
improve the similarity with the observed spectra. We applied v sin i = 29 km s−1
and v sin i = 18 km s−1 to the templates with higher and lower temperature,
respectively.
Using the reconstructed individual spectra of the components we determine
spectral types A2-3IV and A7V for the primary and secondary components,
respectively.
3. Analysis
We determined orbital and stellar parameters of the components by analysing
our radial velocities curves along with the photometric data published by North et al.
(1997) in the Geneva filters B1, B,B2, V 1, V , and G. To this aim we used the
Wilson & Devinney code (Wilson and Devinney, 1971; Wilson, 1979, 1990, here-
after WD).
We fixed the temperature of the primary component according to the value
published by North et al. Since the secondary minimum is a total eclipse,
they were able to determine the color index of each component and used them
to estimate the effective temperatures through the calibration by Kunzli et al.
(1997). We also fixed the values of the bolometric albedos, limb darkening,
and gravity brightening coefficients. To model the limb darkening we used a
linear law whose bolometric and monochromatic coefficients were selected from
the tables by van Hamme (1993) and Claret (2003), respectively. As usual for
stars with radiative envelopes, we adopted values of 1.0 for the exponents of
the gravity brightening law (g) and for the bolometric albedos of both compo-
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nents. We fitted the orbital parameters a, e, ω0, Vγ , i, T0, P and stellar parame-
ters TB,ΩA,ΩB, q.
The masses and radii obtained from a first fitting were used to correct for
gravitational reddening the measured radial velocities for both components us-
ing the relation RVcor = RVobs − 0.635 (M/R) km s
−1 (Gonza´lez and Lapasset,
2001). The gravitational reddening correction of the primary star was lower
than that of the secondary by 0.22 km s−1, due its more advanced evolutionary
state within the main sequence.
Figure 1 shows the fitting of the radial velocities of both components. The
rms deviations of the radial velocities are 0.6 km s−1 and 0.8 km s−1 for primary
and secondary components, respectively. Figure 2 presents the fitting of the light
curves published by North et al. The rms deviations of the data are 0.004 (in
normalized flux) for curves B,B2, V 1, and V and 0.005 for curves B1 andG.
Table 1 presents the orbital parameters of the binary V4089 Sgr. We ob-
tained a circular orbit and therefore fixed eccentricity at zero in the final cal-
culation of orbital parameters. Errors in a, i, Vγ , T0, and P are the standard
deviations given by WD. To obtain the semiamplitudes KA and KB and their
corresponding errors we fitted the spectroscopic orbit using the least squares
method.
Table 2 lists the physical parameters obtained for both components. The
errors in surface potentials and relative radii are the standard deviations given by
WD. We adopted the value given by North et al. for the error in temperature of
the primary component and we considered the contribution of that uncertainty
to compute the error in secondary temperature. Errors in masses were obtained
on the basis of the errors in KA,KB, and i, since we fixed e = 0 and the
uncertainty in period was negligible. We estimated errors in absolute radii by
comparing separate solutions obtained for each light curve.
We measured projected rotational velocities for both companions applying
the method by Dı´az et al. (2011), which is suitable for spectra with line blends.
We used 9 spectral windows of the separated spectra obtaining 29.2 kms−1 for
the primary and 18.3 kms−1 for the secondary. Internal measurements errors,
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Figure 1: Radial velocity curves of V4089 Sgr. Filled circles represent our measurements.
Continuous line shows the orbital fitting. Dashed line indicates the barycentre’s velocity.
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Figure 2: Light curves of V4089 Sgr. Filled circles represent the data by North et al. (1997)
in Geneva filters B1, B, B2, V 1, V,G, as indicated. Continuous lines show the curve fittings
to those data.
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Table 1: Orbital parameters obtained from the simultaneous fitting of light and radial velocity
curves.
Parameter Value
P (days) 4.6270956± 0.0000004
T0,Min I (HJD− 2 400 000) 53921.4476± 0.0006
Vγ (km s
−1) 11.60± 0.06
a (R⊙) 18.821± 0.016
e 0 (fixed)
i (◦) 83.48± 0.06
KA (km s
−1) 78.4± 0.3
KB (km s
−1) 125.9± 0.4
Table 2: Physical parameters.
Parameter Primary Secondary
Teff (K) 8433± 97 7361± 105
Ω 5.401± 0.008 8.487± 0.010
rpole 0.2087± 0.0008 0.0851± 0.0003
rpoint 0.2125± 0.0009 0.0853± 0.0003
rside 0.2103± 0.0009 0.0852± 0.0003
rback 0.2119± 0.0009 0.0853± 0.0003
M(M⊙) 2.584± 0.008 1.607± 0.007
Rvol(R⊙) 3.959± 0.013 1.605± 0.016
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which are due mainly to the spectrum shot noise and object-template mismatch
are 0.2-0.3 km s−1. Considering a more realistic estimation, including uncertain-
ties related with model assumptions (star shape, limb-darkening treatment), we
adopted (v sin i)A = 29.2± 0.7 km s
−1 and (v sin i)B = 18.3± 0.5 kms
−1.
4. Discussion
From the simultaneous fitting of our radial velocity data and the photom-
etry by North et al. (1997) we obtained masses and radii of the components
of V4089 Sgr with errors below 1% (see Table 2). Stellar parameters deter-
mined with this accuracy level for a binary with very dissimilar components are
particularly useful for testing theoretical models.
We compared the obtained masses and radii with the Yonsai-Yale (Yi et al.,
2001; Demarque et al., 2004) and PARSEC (Bressan et al., 2012) theoretical
evolutionary models, taking advantage of the algorithms given by the authors
to interpolate in age and metallicity. In both cases, we first refined the original
isochrone grids and then we employed the denser new grids to study the pos-
sible values of metallicity and age of the binary according to each theoretical
model. To this end we selected all isochrones that agree, within observational
errors, with the masses and radii of both components. The results are showed
in Figure 3. PARSEC models give a younger age than the Yonsai-Yale models.
Specifically, the former indicate an age between 513 and 537 Myr, while the
latter lead to the range 535–555 Myr. This age difference could be possibly
associated to the different prescriptions of overshooting of these models. On the
other hand, both models indicate essentially the same metallicity range, since
PARSEC lead to Z between 0.0169 and 0.0220, while Yonsai-Yale lead to Z be-
tween 0.0172 and 0.0230. The comparison with theoretical models, therefore,
has allowed us to determine the primordial metallicity of the system with a
formal uncertainty of about ±0.07 dex, an accuracy difficult to achieve from a
standard abundance analysis in high-resolution spectra. Figures 4 and 5 illus-
trate the determination of these narrow metallicity ranges through comparison
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of the masses and radii obtained with isochrones of different metallicities for
Yonsai-Yale and PARSEC models, respectively. The comparison of the primary
spectrum with solar-composition synthetic templates and with other stars of
similar spectral types, suggest that its atmospheric abundances are not nor-
mal. In fact, lines of several ions appear with abnormal intensity, Ba II and
Y II being the most notorious, whose lines have equivalent widths about twice
than normal stars of the same temperature. A detailed chemical analysis of this
system would be valuable for the knowledge of chemically peculiar stars, since
the mass and evolutionary state are accurately known, and even the original
composition is stringently constrained by the stellar parameters. For this kind
of study, however, a large number of observations in the blue spectral region
would be desirable, since our four blue spectra are not enough for a realiable
reconstruction of the primary spectrum in that region.
In order to evaluate if the observed null eccentricity is an expected conse-
quence of orbit circularization owing to tidal interaction, we model the evolu-
tion of V4089 Sgr using the Binary-Star Evolution (BSE) code developed by
Hurley et al. (2002). On the basis of the theories and formulations by Zahn
(1977) and Hut (1981), BSE computes the variations in orbital eccentricity and
spin of the components. We applied the code to model the evolution of ficti-
tious binaries with different primordial eccentricities, assuming the masses of
the components of V4089 Sgr and an initial separation that would lead to the
observed separation for the present age of the system. In no case the orbit
circularization by tidal interaction was achieved. Thus, possibly the binary was
formed in a circular orbit. It is worth mentioning that there are several well
studied binaries with circular orbits for which the theory predicts circularization
time-scales greater than their present ages (Khaliullin and Khaliullina, 2010).
An additional argument supporting the idea that the orbit has not been
circularized by tidal interactions is the fact that the stellar rotation is not syn-
chronized with the orbital motion. In standard models of tidal evolution, the
synchronization of stellar rotation is achieved well before orbit circularization
(Hut, 1981). Assuming that rotational axes are perpendicular to the orbital
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Figure 3: Possible metallicities and ages of the system V4089 Sgr, according to the Yonsai-Yale
(Yi et al., 2001; Demarque et al., 2004) (grey shaded region) and PARSEC (Bressan et al.,
2012) (white region) models.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the masses and radii of the components of V4089 Sgr with Yonsai-
Yale theoretical isochrones (Yi et al., 2001; Demarque et al., 2004) for different metallicities.
Continuous line shows the best-fitting isochrone for Z=0.0201, corresponding to τ = 544Myr.
Dashed and dotted lines represent isochrones for Z=0.0172 and Z=0.0230, respectively, cor-
responding to the same age. Filled circles with error bars indicate the binary components.
Dot-dashed line shows the location of the ZAMS.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the masses and radii of the components of V4089 Sgr with PARSEC
models (Bressan et al., 2012) for different metallicities. Continuous line shows the best-fitting
isochrone for Z=0.0195, corresponding to τ = 525 Myr. Dashed and dotted lines represent
isochrones for Z=0.0169 (τ = 522 Myr) and Z=0.0220 (τ = 526 Myr), respectively. Filled
circles with error bars indicate the binary components. Dot-dashed line shows the location of
the ZAMS.
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plane, rotation periods can be determined from projected rotational velocities
and stellar radii: Prot = 2piR sin i/(v sin i). For the primary and secondary of
V4089 Sgr we found Prot,A = 6.86 ± 0.16 d and Prot,B = 4.41 ± 0.13 d. The
primary star is rotating clearly subsynchronously.
If stellar rotation is not locked to orbital motion by tidal forces, the low
rotational velocity observed offers a test for the models of rotational evolution
of intermediate-mass stars. The variation of the surface angular velocity during
the main-sequence phase depends not only on the changes of the moment of
inertia of the star, but also on the efficiency of the angular momentum trans-
port in the stellar interior and the angular momentum loss by stellar winds
(Georgy et al., 2013). Eventually the contribution of magnetic braking might
be significant even in early-type stars (Meynet et al., 2011). In particular, a
decrease of the surface angular velocity is expected if the internal transport is
not efficient and the outer layers conserve its specific angular momentum as the
star expands. Theoretical models predict in general a moderate decreasing of
the surface rotational velocity during the main-sequence stage (Georgy et al.,
2013). From the observational point of view, Zorec and Royer (2012) found ev-
idence that the surface rotational velocity of intermediate-mass stars increases
during the first third of the main-sequence and decreases the last third. Being
the primary component of V4089Sgr in an advanced evolutionary state within
the main-sequence, its low rotational velocity would be a reasonable result if its
evolution has not been affected significantly by binary tides.
Given the difference between the components, the primary component is
close to the TAMS (terminal-age main sequence), having passed approximately
the 92% of its life on the Main-Sequence, while the secondary is still close to
the ZAMS (zero-age main sequence) (see Figures 4 and 5). The primary star
is expected to fills its Roche lobe when it reaches a radius of 7.91R⊙, which
will occur, according to Yonsai-Yale models, at an age of 594 Myr, when this
component is crossing the Hertzsprung gap of the HR diagram. At that time,
the secondary will have passed only 21% of its life in the main sequence. Once
the primary fills its Roche lobe, it will begin to transfer mass to its companion in
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a type-B mass transfer process. According to BSE, when the primary reaches
the First Giant Branch (about 1 Myr after the beginning of the Roche lobe
overflow), the binary will reach a common-envelope state and both components
will coalesce forming a new single giant star.
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